
   GETTING ZIGGY   52 BY 70 BABY SIZE 

VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION:  Please ignore all cutting requirements listed in the 

pattern.  I will be giving you all of the altered cutting requirements.  For instance, the pattern 

calls for 3”   strips of each color.  We will be cutting 3 5/8” strips of each color instead.   

Yardage Requirements: 

Yardage requirements on pattern are ample except for background.  Purchase 2 yds of 

background.    I purchased what was listed with exception of background.      

Background:  Shows as medium grey in quilt, you will cut 19 6 ½” squares.  You can use a  

6 ½” square accuquilt die or cut your own.  Cut two 3 5/8 by width of fabric strips of 

background for class.  The 3 5/8” strip will be used to cut HST die on the 3” finished HST 

accuquilt die.  This die is essential in making this pattern.  Cuts down on HST time and you 

don’t have to trim or square up the HST!    Reserve remainder of background.   

*Set aside your wider side border fabric and divider fabric.    We will go over cutting this fabric 

in class.     

Zigzags:  Out of each colored 3/8” fabric, cut one 6 ½” square.  Cut remainder into two 3 5/8 

by width of fabric of each solid fabric.  For class purposes you can cut just one or two colors.  

There will be 7 rows of zig zags and circles.   

Circles:  Cut 7 6 1/2”: squares of wonder under or iron on interfacing.  Take the seven  6 1/2” 

squares of solid fabrics, one of each color.   Iron the interfacing onto each color square and wait 

instructions on how to proceed.   

Dies that you may use: 

6 ½” strips die 

6 ½” square die 

3” finish HST die 

2 ½” die 

5” circle die 

For Class purposes: 

Cut 19 6 ½” squares of background 

Cut two 3 5/8” strips of background 

Cut one 6 ½” square of colored zig zag fabric, one of each of 7 colors 

Cut two 3 5/8” by WOF strips of one or two colored fabrics.   

Cut seven 6 ½” squares  of wonder under or similar two sided sticky interfacing 


